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Problem Set 3 Addendum

Achtung Freshman! Do you dream of sharing the contents of your dark dark soul with someone else
besides that government-mandated shrink? Do your perverse visions squirm and seethe inside your mind
in a fruitless effort to be committed to paper for all to see? Do you like ponies? Well, VooDoo Magazine,
MIT’s only intentionally humorous campus publication, wishes to satisfy your masochistic thirsts and so
is giving you . . . a problem set! But hark, for this is no ordinary problem set: sure it’s fun like all your
other ones, and it’ll demand utmost care and concentration, but this one will not end up as toilet paper
for your TAs. On the contrary, it is your chance to get published and be seen by the entire world, or at
least the part of the world that matters . . . or somebody but that damn shrink.

Directions. Fill this out, tape it shut, and drop into an Interdepartmental mailbox, or come to our office,
50-309, on Fridays from 6 to 7 P.M. Godspeed!

Problem 1(15 points) What is your username?

Problem 2(10 points) What is the funniest thing you saw/did during your first month at MIT? If you’ve
been sitting in your room in a fetal position since Playfair, make something up!

Problem 3(10 points) We all know that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line. So
what’s the shortest path into your TA’s pants? An answer may be your shortest path to 10 points.

Problem 4(5 points) If you’ve learned anything so far, it’s that things are worth less the further down
you go. Which is why we’d like you to draw a comic for us, one that has no redeeming value. For more
space, use the back.

Problem 5(5 points) Can’t draw? Then try captioning the comic on the other side, an old VooDoo
favorite. Then fold and seal this page and send it off!
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— For security reasons, fold neatly and patriotically along this line, citizen. —
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